



Warning Colors by Robert McClure 
 
Warning Colors is a piece for orchestra scored for three flutes (second flute doubling alto 
flute in G and third flute doubling piccolo), two oboes, one english horn in F, two clarinets in Bb, 
one bass clarinet in Bb, three bassoons, four horns in F, three trumpets in C, two tenor trombones, 
one bass trombone, tuba, timpani, three percussion, harp, piano doubling celeste, and strings.  The 
title is a phrase used in evolutionary biology in relation to the behavior of mimicry which is the core 
musical concept of the work.  While writing a piece called Desert Miniatures: Insects for three 
bassoons in the summer of 2012, I learned about a butterfly, the Arizona Red Spotted Purple from 
the Sonoran Desert in Arizona which employs mimicry.  The physical appearance of the butterfly 
has evolved to resemble another, noxious species of butterfly in the region, the Pipevine 
Swallowtail.  The Red Spotted Purple is attacked far less because it has developed similar warning 
colors to the Swallowtail that predators have learned to recognize and avoid.   
Warning Colors employs three types of musical mimicry.  The first is harmonic mimicry in 
which a stable harmony is presented in either the winds or brass.  The strings mimic the harmony 
by sliding around it using microtones.  These moments of harmonic mimicry serve as structural 
pillars.  Second, rhythmic mimicry occurs when a melody or line is performed simultaneously 
against itself, the mimicking melody having different rhythmic values.  The two lines intertwine 
rhythmically, come into unison, and break away from each other in a heterophonic texture.  The 
third, melodic mimicry, occurs when two or more lines mimic a source by matching its contour. 
However, these mimics are not the product of a simple transposition because they retain their own 
internal intervallic characteristics.  The concept of mimicry informed many of the musical 
























3 Flutes (2. doubling Alto Flute in G, 3. doubling Piccolo) 
2 Oboes 
1 English Horn in F 
2 Clarinets in Bb 
1 Bass Clarinet in Bb 
3 Bassoons 
 
4 Horns in F 
3 Trumpets in C 
2 Tenor Trombones 






 1. Large Tam Tam, Large Lion’s Roar, 2 Tom-Toms, Snare Drum, Slapstick, China Cymbal, Suspended Cymbal, Xylophone 
 2. Bass Drum, Slapstick, Woodblock, Glockenspiel  
 3. Large Tam Tam, Large Lion’s Roar, Tambourine, Slapstick, Suspended Cymbal, China Cymbal, Splash Cymbal,  
Crash Cymbals, Metal Plate or Anvil, Chimes, Vibraphone, Xylophone, Crotales (upper octave) 
Harp 




Duration: 7:45 ca. 
 
Special Notation 
Accidentals carry throughout the measure. 
 
Microtonal Accidentals do not carry throughout the bar.  They are restated at every instance.  Only quarter sharp and three-quarter sharp 





Boxes - Contained in boxes is material for controlled aleatoric procedures with accompanying specific instructions.  The black line 
extending from the box signifies how long the material is to be played/repeated.  Dynamics may be given inside or outside of the box.  
Dynamics given under a black line cancel and supersede those given inside a box.   
 
 
Fall and Scoop - Falls relate to Cello and trombone notation.  Fall from written pitch immediately and throughout the entire duration given.  Travel 
about three semitones lower than written pitch.  The majority of the distance should be traveled at the end of the duration, like a fighter jet 
descending or a Doppler shift.  Scoops are short glissandi directly before an attack.  Starting pitch of the scoop is should be approximately three 






While composing Desert Miniatures: Insects for bassoon trio in the summer of 2012, I was studying various insects and writing character pieces 
based on each insect’s attributes.  A butterfly called the Arizona Red Spotted Purple employs mimicry, a survival technique whereby the physical 
appearance of the insect evolves over time to resemble another species of butterfly, the Pipevine Swallowtail, which is noxious to its predators.  
The Pipevine Swallowtail communicates its toxicity to predators through its colorful wing pattern or “warning colors.”  The Arizona Red Spotted 
Purple mimics the swallowtail’s warning colors to avoid being attacked or eaten.  This concept of mimicry, evolving to appear harmful, was 
incredibly intriguing to me.  Even more so was the thought that the predator chooses life or death, sickness or health, when it attacks a butterfly 
with these warning colors.  Mimicry is employed by hundreds of insects, reptiles, and invertebrates such as the “mimic” octopus.   
 
Warning Colors employs three types of musical mimicry.  The first is harmonic mimicry in which a stable harmony is presented in either the 
winds or brass.  The strings mimic the harmony by sliding around it using microtones.  These moments of harmonic mimicry serve as structural 
pillars.  The second type of musical mimicry is rhythmic in nature and can be categorized as heterophony.  A melody or line is performed 
simultaneously against itself, the mimicking melody having different rhythmic values.  The two lines intertwine rhythmically, come into unison, 
and break away from each other.  The third type of musical mimicry is rhythmic as well but also related to melodic contour.  The original line or 
source is performed.  Two or more lines mimic the source by matching its contour but are not the product of a simple transposition as they retain 
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